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SUBWdMm Of tto BM ol development of 
wholesome attitudes has been recognised in recent years as an inportant 
objective of education.1,1 Xt is the pleasure of every teacher, as 
veil as her duty, to edaoate for the growth and change of her students1 
attitudes* The lack of interest and the poor attitudes of many 
students in the field of hone eoonomics have bothered educators for 
years* There is perhaps even a elicit majority of students here in the 
northeastern Uni ted States who exhibit a lade of interest in home 
economics, but most particularly in that phase dealing with clothing 
construction. There is a definite need for studying methods of 
teachlxg in dothing classest there is a desire to awaken our youth to 
more and ever-lncreasirg interest in construction) there Is a desire 
to promote the growth of healthy attitudes towards making garments 
for themselves and others both in clast end in the home after the 
cessation of formal classwork or as a follow-up or concurrent to their 
In-school instruction periods* 
Extension personnel have been urging for years that their methods 
and short cuts, designed to fit the need of the housewife who must 
produce the best, durable, attractive results with the least time 
expenditure possible, be adapted in dothing daises on the secondary 
and college levels and wherever possible in the lower grades also* 
Conversely, there is the opinion that girls making horns economics 
their career should be adept at the skills, especially if they are 
1 Boss, 0*0* Measurement in Today's Schools* p. 56, 
3 
to loach either general home economies or specialise in clothing work* 
as either branch requires familiarity with and should haws mastery 
of the construction skills for adequate fulfilment of a position. 
The Bishop Method2 le constantly being discussed sfcen clothing 
instructors get together—its pro* s and confs oaks fertile ground for 
disouseion. unquestionably, it is tailor-made for the busy homemaker 
who must fit her "sewing bees" In among caring for her children, 
feeding the family and seeing that her ham runs smoothly• The 
question arises however ae to whether such quick methods are suitable 
for beginning classes no matter rtat the level of grade, althou^i this 
study will attespt to apply it, in part, at the college level. 
Mrs* Bishop eeeas to feel that eventually many school eye terns, even 
whole states, will adopt her method as the sole construction method to 
be used in their clothing classes. ihere still exists a doubt in many 
minds as to the intrinsic value and superiority of the Bishop Method 
over older construction methods, especially in the case of students 
who are majoring in home economics on the college level. 
There are teachers who firmly believe that a student must learn 
to sew by pinning, basting and stitching and using the more Involved 
construction steps to produce a "custom-sewn* appearance. In some 
schools, interest In do thing construction le growing fast} In others, 
interest is weak and practically non-exislant—or rune high until the 
student encounters her first do thing class and then it rapidly 
disappears* Could it be the method of teaching which in the one case 
2 Bishop, Edna Bryta. Clothing Oonstruotlon Method.. 
I 
4 
lends lop*tut to the growth of latorott tad * happy attitude and la 
the other oat# oautat latorott to vanish and apathy or dlotlaot 
dislike of sewing to result? 
▲ study of touching method soared to bo lndloatod to try to 
determine the relationship of the different elothlng construction 
methods Wngit to thsir of foots on the student1* desire to delve 
further into the intricacies of sewing either la her own home or ia 
advanced classes on the eeoondary or college level. It is possible 
that elothlng departments lose neay prospective students at the level 
of their first clothing construction blase by virtue of the method used 
stifling their interest in perpetuating their looming of the skills 
and craftsmanship demanded of the ejqperlenoed seamstress, shsther she 
be houaewife or top ooutourlere* Shy is there a loos of Interest*-* 
change ia attitude? 
atort Ha Tien of Llfratw of tfa> frobUa — Slnrn about 1920 
much attention has been devoted to the measurement of attitudes of 
various kinds* Hart’s test of social attitudes and interests which 
appeared in and 1st son’s measurement of faiwaindedness vhloh 
eppoarod la 192^ ara eood «xaq?lo». Boglnnicg In 192s, Bmr»tone5 
was responsible for laportant lsprovemente in the units of measurement 
» 
employed in attitude questionnaires on many subjects* Shore tone’s 
teste for attitudes were standardised, but it le not always feasible 
1 
5 
to find, even in this day whan there are many fine tests available. 
Just that one ihioh sill measure shat one wishes it to measure* 
Using the "Scale for treasuring Attitude toward Any School 
SubjectH (Silanoe and Keamers), Louise Baird Seronsy^ carried on a 
study of needs, interests and attitudes of college home economics 
freshmen ns they affected the success of an experimental curriculum. 
Favorable attitudes were encouraged by the curriculum but they were 
greatly influenced by factors of the personality of the instructor* 
Zn a study? sponsored by the Ohio State Department of 
Education and Ohio State University, Dr. Hazel H. Price conducted a 
large scale project to determine the difference in work habits, 
attitudes and mastery of subject matter between students in foods 
laboratory classes of unequal length (sixty and ninety minutes). 
Here the controlled variable was the time element as the same subject 
matter was covered regardless of the difference In length of Urns for 
the classes* The general pattern of this study would seem to be 
usable for an experiment of the type discussed herein* 
The growing necessity for consideration of the Interests of 
students In planning and teaching a course*—be It family Ilfs 
education or textiles, adult education or education for the teenager 
and college student was emphasized in the findings of the doctoral 
thesis, "The Devising and Use of Evaluative Criteria for Adult 
6 Baird (Sorooty). Lamia* 0. Studies in HUftor Education. 
Division of Educational References, Purdue University, 1947* 
7 Price, Basel H. "Studying Achievement In Foods Classes", 
Journal of Homo Soonocdos* Yol. 43 #4, April 195*t PP 263-5. 
6 
Education In Homsmaking la the Public Schools—with Special Reference 
to Iowa*. Training which la oontlxmcusly adapted to the needs of 
those shorn It serves is essential. One conclusion, in particular, is 
applicable to any educative endeavors not alone to adult education, 
l.e. "A lack of amreness of differity needs and Interests appears to 
be a deterring factor in the effectiveness of a program."8 9 
Florence Basse Smith? in a further study of adult education 
brings out points also which are not concerned with effective teaching 
for adults alone but which apply to the teenager in a slightly 
stricter sense since date attendance in colleges or secondary schools 
is not as unrestricted as In adult evening courses, lira. Smith 
esphaslses that no one method of teaching is the BEST method but that 
there is no need to remind the teacher that unless the olass is 
interesting and the adults feel stimulated and helped they will fail 
to return to class. The younger student will undoubtedly return to 
class, under pressure perhaps, but may be corns so disinterested and 
apathetic she can never be stimulated to take another similar or 
advanced course in that same field. 
Of course, it follows logically that one must have interest to 
oontizste preparation, whether in or out of school, for a responsible 
and rewarding position and life’s work In any field. In a speech 
given at the dedication of the home economics building at Mississippi 
8 ford, Boxaaa H. B» nmlowwat and gw of STalttaUw Crltorl. 
for Adult Education in Homemaking In the Fublic Schools with 
Special Reference to" Iowa. Iowa State College. 19^9 (abstracted In 
Journal of Home keonojaici. ?d. **2 #9. Bov. 1950. pp. 729-730. 
9 Smith, Florence M. "Successful Methods for Teaching Adult Home* 
making Glasses" jfeat’s Hew in Home Economics. Vol. IX #8, p. bh. 
Southern College, E. Ktlge Todhunter told the guests that unless one 
were willing to pass through the pre-specialist stags, he would newer 
he able to smexge as a full-grown specialist.10 How then can we 
e^>eot to dowel op specialists In horns economics without stimulating 
and re-stimulating Interest all throughout the "pre-specialist# period 
beginning as soon as the first westige of interest appears? 
Interests are unquestionably the most potent drlwes the individual 
can possess. A clothing program say succeed or fail In proportion to 
the importance the teacher attaches to the development and encourage¬ 
ment of interests. Interests connote likes and dislikes, pleasure 
and concern, satisfaction or dissatisfaction. They are not static 
fortunately. Influenced by environment and experience, the age and 
resourcefulness of the person, as wsll as various aspsots of ths 
personality, Interests change constantly. Clothing teachers therefore 
should ever be alert to discover, encourage and nurture growth in 
interests. As Fleck11 soys, the Immediate family plays an important 
part in the development of interests* Its social and economic status 
are determining factors—soras pursuits may be prohibitive as to cost. 
To the evaluator, range and intensity of Interests are of 
primary concern. Which interests are indicated in the student* s 
choices? Are they similar or diversified among the group? Is It 
possible to determine from the responses itoat factors influenced the 
10 Todhnnter, 38. Nelge. "Higher Education Challenges Homs Economics* 
Jgwnnal of Haae gaSBBBiStt. U»W5* June I9J9. 
XX 7100k. Hoarlott*. "Sv&luatlng I&tsro.t." Forecast. Vol. 65, 
#10. 0*0. 1919. p. 22. 
a 
direction and growth of these interests? A recognition of the role 
Interests play in the individual's life led to & study by 
ip 
Mary 1- Bosencrana of women's interest in clothing. ?he 
aforementioned study follows the theory expounded by J. J. Dynes in 
its statistical determinations. According to Jaynes,1-* In many 
instances the method of reporting data by the number of ifuolls 
affeotod Is considered more meaningful than the Statistically 
significant” differences reported In some ttudies. Mrs. Hosencrans 
presented her results in actual numbers of the women concerned or 
14 
in percentages and utilised the Chi-square test, a comparatively 
uninvolved statistical dovioe, to determine the occurrence of 
j 
significant differences. 
Further review of theses*^ presented in recent years produced 
suggestions for formulation of questionnaires and rating scales, some 
aspects of which night be adapted to fit this study, procedure for 
which is described in Chapter IX* 
12 Rosanorans, Mary L.l. A Study of foaen»» Intorsst 1b Clothing. 
School of Home Economics, Michigan State College. 1949. 
13 Dynes, J.J. HCoaparison of two Methods of Studying History” 
Journal of Ssp.rln.ntal Education. H42-45, September 1932. 
14 Sncdaeor, Q.org* S. Statistical Methods. pp. 6-24. 
1$ Raison. K.y. 8.wlag SfcUl. SaMht In Oeora. Deen Schools—an 
aafoBU Pl ^pconala. Stout InstUnf. 194?. 
• » ‘ 
Horton, B. Value and Sffsotlvensss of Some Student Self- Balvntlag.Mflce* In Manuring Progress and Achievement In 
emantwgy Clothing Cone traction Claeses la ttia School of Hone 
Eepnomlnsat Ohio State. Ohio State University. 1950. 
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Educators are becoming more and more concerned with obtaining 
evidence regarding students1 tindearstanding of the meaning of shat they 
studyt their skill In uslz^ shat they loam, and their interests! 
attitudes and emotional balance.1^ As this concern grows and studies 
are made. It may well be that young people will be far more competent 
individuals than the majority of them are today and they will be better 
adjusted and happier people, Uost teachers of today agree with 
Spaffard1^ that studying for the sole purpose of answering a formal 
question has little to comend it, What the educators of the present 
and future generations are attempting to do is promote studying with 
the end result of a growth of Interest and a favorable change of 
attitude9 which some educators feel are synonymous to the term 
"education". This study is being made in an endeavor to discover by 
which method clothing construction can most successfully be tau^tit to 
bring about the aforementioned, desired end results* 
16 Brown, Clara K, 
p. 10. 
17 Spafford, 1vol. 
In Hone Zcopoalo.. 
p. 221. 
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The Probing Defined — The purpose of this problem is to compare 
tuo methods of teaching clothing construction as they affect the 
external finished appearance of the garments (from the standpoint of 
both fit and workmanship) end their effect on the attitudes of the 
students—-their growth of interest and desire to go on with the subject 
either out tide of class or in advanced courses. In other words, do 
inexperienced students in a freshman clothing class in college who 
learn to sew by using the short cut methods (see definition of terms 
below) haws better or poorer results and a greater or lesser desire 
to continue study or work in the field them an equivalent class in 
clothing who learn by the traditional skills and techniques methods? 
definition of Terms — In order that the reader may conpletely 
understand the meanings of terms which have been and rill be used 
thrcu^wut this paper, definitions of those most commonly used are 
listed below. 
1) Short cut method—that method which makes use of a 
combination of construction points suggested by extension 
personnel and Mrs. Bishop in her booklet, “Clothing Cons traction 
Methods”. 
2) Traditional skills and techniques method—that method which 
makes use of the more particular and involved, more time- 
consuming construction points as used by clothing Instructors 
for several pupil generations. 
la 
3) £ Group—that group which learns the points of construction 
by the short cut amthod. 
4) 0 Ora*—that group which learns the points of construction 
by the heretofore more commonly used skills and techniques 
method* 
3) Uorfc in the field—a tens intended to oovor not only the 
\ 
professional aspeots of clothing work into which a student mi£it 
go but also to oover any seeing she might do in her spare tic* 
either during college or later In her own home for the sheer Joy 
of seeing or from demands of practicality. 
ill i& 8».«»lae Up Om F romp—Shan th. purpow of aa 
experiment is to determine the amount of change due directly to the 
experimental factor, the equivalent groups method is valid) 
1) share the total net change in the attitude in question 
produced by Irrelevant factors is negligiblef or share the amount of 
such change le measured and discounted by the use of a control 
group) 
2) ihere it is really possible to equate the groups.1 
One peculiar advantage of this method is elimination of 
possibility of a carry-over from one experimental factor to another as 
might happen should the rotation method be used. Also, it facilitates 
msasureoent in that the identical lesson can be taught by method A and 
method B and identical teets be used to measure the changes produced 
1 McCall, William A. How to Experiment in Education, p. 29. 
i 
13 
by aach method. Use of Identical tests doss not guarantee perfect 
o 
#duality of units but It does tend to Increase comparability. 
Fortunately, a very largo entering class gave a considerable 
number of subjects with idiom to conduct this experiment in the 
re<juired freshman clothing class. 
1) Grouping of students—The parallel group method of 
experimentation^ used* neither the one-group nor the rotation 
method being possible with the stringent scheduling necessary in the 
university or with the limited time available in vhlch to conduct the 
study. Doe to the Inflexibility of the students1 schedules it sas 
Impossible to pair them as to Intelligence quotient* chronological 
age* or background experience in the clothing construction field. 
Consequently* there sere girls of quite a range of background, age 
and intelligence within each class. There were seven laboratory 
groups with whom the experiment was conducted. Six of these groups 
were considered in the tabulation of results) the seventh group, the 
first to be tau^it each week* acted unknowingly as a sort of proving 
ground for each phase of the work to be given to the 35 Group. These 
girls did not know they were not to be considered In tho results of 
the work as it was felt it might affect their Interest if they were 
aware of the fact. 
2 Ibid, p. 30. 
3 Monroe and Knglchart, yhe Scientific Study of Educational Problems, 
p. 299* 
14 
Of the 00 studentt participating in ths study (exclusive of the 
•Ingle group previously mentioned) 9 there were 39 girls in the 
0 Group classes and 4l in the E Group, As mentioned before, it was 
inpossible to onke the two numbers equal because of the rigid 
scheduling of their other classes. Of the 39 C Group students there 
•ere 23 beginning students, l.e., these girls had never had any 
clothing construction course before or had had very weak or poorly 
retained class work as far back as the seventh grade. Among the 
41 X Group subjects, 21 were beginners. Or 39 P+? oent of the 
G Group were beginners} 51 P*r cent of the S Group were beginners. 
Considering the inability to pair the groups, this ratio is quite 
satisfactory and when considered from the viewpoint of chance distri¬ 
bution proves interesting. Table X shows more concisely the distri¬ 
bution of the 80 students concerned la this study with regard to back¬ 
ground of experience and experimental group division. 
VAjrrii T 
mmm BBBftwJfc 
A Tabls Illustrating the Distribution of Students in the 
Two Groups With Regard to Background Experience 
Experimental Total t of Have Had Have Had BO 
Group Students Fisparlenq, .toerlanoa 
G Group 39 16 23 :• 
E Group 41 20 21 
'flu* results of this stud/ are based on the data obtained from 
woxfc with only those girls mho hare had no previous experience. Xt 
is felt that the girl with some background In clothing construction 
cannot give a valid response to an experiment of this type. 
2) IUlmination of mrlablea—As discussed in Sable X, the 
pupil experience variable has been handled in the only way which 
seemed feasible for satisfactory results. 
The time variable was handled by giving each of the two 
instructors conducting the classes the opportunity to te&ch each method 
during corresponding class hours on succeeding days. For exnnplei 
the instructor who met classes dally from three to five taught four 
groups of students alternating the X Group Method and the 0 Group 
Method* The Instructor who toujht from one to three met three classes, 
the first of which was S Group, the second C Group and the third 
E Group again. Her first class was the one group which, because there 
was no G Group with which to pair It, was not considered in the results 
of the study* Xt is hoped that having the same instructor teach both 
methods at the same period of time each day would add validity to the 
experiment. If one Instructor met a C Group at one o’clock and an 
X Group at three o’clock, the question might arise as to the difference 
In physical condition (degree of fatigue, possibly) of both students 
and teacher in the earlier class as opposed to that which fell as the 
last class of the day. This difference could affect the validity of 
the experiment considerably so every attempt was made to prevent Its 
occurrence* 
16 
Error® due to bia® on the part of the Instructor# 1® a common 
constant error which may be reduced or eliminated by haring each 
instructor teach each method. UoCall^ in 1923 recommended that 
researchers avoid bias by equating it. In this ease not only is there 
an attest to equate errors due to teacher bias but also to equate 
errors due to differences in teaching skill. Since It was inpossible 
to equate the Instructors by rotating them so each had all the 
classes, they were equated by chance, i.e.# each had ae many paired 
groups ae fitted Into her schedule, Each instructor also made an 
effort to teach each Group, whether X or C, exactly as did the other 
instructor so that a minimum of differences or errors would result 
thers, 
3) Allotment of time for the experiment—She semester which 
was occupied by this experiment contained fourteen weeks, dnrlzg 
each of which the six groups under study met for one laboratory 
period each, She laboratory periods consisted of two class hours 
scheduled in one block or one hour and fifty minutes of actual time. 
The lecture hour scheduled for the freshmen as part of the re* 
qulreasnt of the course was devoted to Clothing Selection and did not 
touch upon laboratory procedures at all. The only lecture time used 
for the experiment was devoted merely to handing out, explaining and 
collecting the questionnaires which the students ooapleted to provide 
information ae to their attitudes and interests. Otherwise all time 
4 MoGall* William A, How %sl in Education, p. 66, 
n 
spent upon this stud/ occurred In the laboratory periods, the last 
weak was spent solely upon evaluation by the students of their worie— 
all construction being completed by that last meeting of the dais. 
k) the Initial questionnaire—A. questionnaire eas handed out 
to ea<fc student, regardless as to whether she was a beginner or had 
had some experience, at the opening of the course. This questionnaire 
was designed to determine past training, experience, attitudes and 
interest in the subject and any plans the student might already have 
formulated for future study in the clothing construction field or 
any field closely related to it. Some questions wore drafted with 
the hope that when studied in relation to another question, they 
might reveal some attitude the girl might not have recognised in 
herself. Other questions were expected to be sufficient unto them¬ 
selves to reveal interests, attitudes and plans as well as past 
history. This and the followup questionnaire will be discussed more 
fully in Chapter XT, The Questionnaires. 
5) The followup questionnaire—At the dose of the semester 
a second questionnaire ms administered to determine, if possible, 
any changes in attitude or growth or lessening of Interest as a 
result of the particular method of teaching by which each girl 
learned the fundamentals of clothing construct ion. Some questions} 
were Identical to questions on the first questionnaire} some were 
phrased a little differently but a similar meaning was there} sons 
were entirely nee and intended to indicate a growth of interest or 
change In attitude if either took place. 
16 
6) Meant of evaluatioiv—Ifca two questionnaires from each 
beginning student were compared with those from the other girls* 
The first questionnaire was studied with the second to determine if 
the individual girl had noted different responses the second time-- 
these differences In response being taken to Indicate some change for 
the better or worse in her attitude and interest* Both sets of 
questionnaires were studied do eel/ to determine significant variations 
and these variations were tabulated and transformed into percentages 
which seemed the clearest form in which to set down the results for 
slupllfied comprehension. A very similar type of statistical form was 
used by Mrs* Hosencrans^ in her study of the Interest women manifested 
in clothing. The use of the Chi-square formula seems to be indicated 
In this type of statistical analysis to show significant relationships 
should any exist* The freely given comments made by the students at 
the end of the seoond questionnaire in response to the suggestion that 
any remarks they make would be gratefully accepted will be studied In 
a purely subjective manner by the writer with no atteopt to interpret 
them into statistical data* It was hopsd that there would be comments 
about their attitude towards do thing and their share in the 
experiment—it was impossible to keep from them the fact that there 
were differences in the way in which the seven classes were taught, 
Xt is hoped* however* that many of the remarks will have distinct 
bearing upon the attitudes indicated In the questionnaires and may 
give some information the questionnaires did not or could not elicit* 
5 Bosenerans, Mary L.L. 4 Study of Women* s interest in Olothing. 
School of Boms Sconomlos* Michigan State College* 19%* 
In order to evaluate the external finished appearance of the 
garment#, 30 women from this vicinity were invited to attend a 
"fashion show* to study the dreeeee and indicate those which they 
coneldered superior* The women invited were high school teachers, 
extension woxfcers (home demonstration agents), housewives with horns 
economic# training end housewives with no horns economics training. 
Only eight of the women were able to come to the university on the 
day the evaluation was scheduled. To augment this number, three staff 
members and one graduate research fellow attended and evaluated the 
garments. ’With such a relatively small number of persons evaluating 
the experiment on this factor there it admittedly more possibility 
for error, more reason to question the validity and reliability of 
their results, tihlle we may look upon the existence of error in all 
measurements as the normal state of thirds,^ had the number of persons 
conducting the evaluation been triple that of those aotually available, 
there would have been a lessened margin of error unquestionably. 
In order to make the visit to the university more of a pleasure 
and less of a chore, the ladles wore invited to a coffee hour one half 
hour before the showing of the dresses. This gave them an opportunity 
to discuss the project more, to question any part which was not made 
dear to them in the letter which went out inviti^ them to assist la 
evaluating this study* it also gave them a chance to meet members of 
the university staff and become acquainted with one another so that 
6 tfestaway, F.W. Sol an tiflc Method! Its Philosophical Basio and 
Its Modes of Application, pp. Zn-WT 
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they started the serious business of detarndning which of tso groups 
of gainsnts appeared to show a better quality of mxtaaenship in a 
relaxed and refreshed state of mind, Since tsotae of the women had to 
rise quite early to be here at the 9130 hour set for oof fee* it ms 
felt this opportunity to relax and familiarise themselves further with 
the project would result in a better frame of mind with which to begin 
9 
than had they rushed in from their trip to the university and had to 
sit right down and start loafclzg at garments, 
Xn order that there be equality in all factors but the one 
variable being evaluated, the students mat up onto the stage In two 
group# of four or five girls each at the sane tins, Shore ms an 
easel at either side of the stags with the designation of the group, 
A or B, Shoes girls in groqp A always stood at the rl£ht of the stage 
and the grobp B girls at the left with a distinct delineation between 
them, She groups ware paired not only as to experience or inexperience 
but also as to laboratory grade on ths wortemanshlp—the garments wars 
all graded by the instructor© of the course before ths evaluation and 
arranged accordingly. Sometime ths girls dbo had studied in the 
B Group classes stood on the right of the stage? sometimes they were 
on the left, Shore were twelve pairs of groups to appear on ths 
. 4 • ’ ' * 1 * ■ ) ? * • 
stage. 
She evaluators wore given a rating sheet with ths groups listed 
by number down the side and by letter—A and B across the top. 
Directions were given to examine the two groups of dresses on ths 
stags at the same time very carefully, to determine how each group 
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comooreft with the other aw a whole—wlthmt picking out individual* 
and cooparlig them—and to check the group which secernd superior. Xn 
CaMi wham each group seared equal, a check was to be placed in each 
ooluan. Ratios were assigned later to the remits of the obedd.% as 
will be discussed in Chapter V. 
After rating the dresses by groups, the evaluators were shown 
seventeen representative samples of gamsnts oonstruoted by beginner*. 
These dresses were from each grads level assigned by the instructors, 
who had already narked the dresses for benefit of the course grade 
required by the university for the students1 scholastic records. 
Both £ Croup and C Group dresses were shown* si^tt X Group and nine 
C Group garments were displayed. An equal number of each wae planned 
but one girl was ill and unable to prodnoe her dress for evaluation. 
These dresses were viewed off the girls end criticised closely by the 
evaluators on the following construction point si 
Beast 
**"/, i ; . Collar 
Sleeves and cuffs 
Arascye 
Buttons and buttonholes 
Tucks across the shoulders or 
Sa& yaks and pleat 
Waist seem 
Zipper 
c 
r 
Instructions sere given that only the outsidy of the garment# was 
to ha esnnined hec^mee differences In the internal appearance would 
naturally he great by virtue of the difference in method of finishing 
the garments, . . 
\ 
' - 
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Oonstruotlon Project Chosen — In order to eliminate, ae much &• 
possible, the chance for error due to a great mriety of conet ruction 
project patterns and range of dlffloulty of worte which might logically 
result, the studente were allowed a dholoe of only two patterns. 
Ideally* one design would have met the rigid qualifications of 
scientific research much better, but it was desirable to keep Interest 
from being dampened by such uniformity. Another reason for selecting 
more than one design was an awareness of the feelings of college 
students about being Identical to each other in the respect of 
exaotly matched patterns with no Individuality of line beyond the 
narrow allowances for variation of the pattern as expressed by the two 
or three styles of the pattern shown on the envelope* Finally, In 
view of the fact that. In most oases, one pat tent does not suit every 
one of one hundred or more students either with respect to the figure 
or personality differences. It was decided to offer two designs, each 
of which contained the same construction details* One design was 
chosen with the more athletic, stoddler or tailored students In mind; 
the other considered the feminine, slight figure—the daintier 
personality—and offered opportunity to make the drees as a dressier 
date or party type of garment* See Appendix X for the two styles 
•elected* 
A fairly wide choice of fabrics was allowed although the selection 
was limited to firmly woven cottons* Color was unlimited, but plaids 
and stripes were discouraged for fear they would affect the experiment 
25 
because of the difficulty beginners might encounter in working with 
She Clothing and Textiles editor of bhafs Hew in Hone Economics. 
fit, Frances Henry* in a discussion of the “duplicate method** 
reooeuends its nee particularly in classes of beginners. Under this 
plan* all the students in the class use one or* at the most* two 
patterns in the latter of which oases the styles should be eisdlar in 
design and the sons traction processes involved. Use of this method 
i 
facilitates speed in learning and quicker production of the finished 
garment. It it assumed that oospletlng a construction project 
quickly tends to keep interest from lagging as it well might should 
the proosduro be drawn out omr a such longer period, 
the construction points considered in the selection of the two 
patterns were oho sen with the thought in mind that for many of the 
students this might be the only formal clothing oourss in their college 
careers, nth such the oaee* it was felt that the projects should 
Include as many as possible of the major construction details a girl 
ml£it encounter should she continue to sew outside of school or need 
several years later should she want to clothe herself or her family 
ones she has a homo of hsr own. Besides the standards for selection 
of patterns as related to style and line* each pattern was required to 
1 Henry* K« rraneoe, ”$to Duplicate Method1* that* s Hew in Korns 
Eponomlof. Tol. 2 #2, Oct, !$W>, p, 72, 
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Involve the following stops in construction! 
X) sot In sleeves 
2) convertible collar 
5) buttonholes 
4) slppor opening 
5) gathers and/or pleats 
6) two or nore types of seams 
7) *"» 
It ml^bt be mentioned here that the two patterns chosen were 
both shirtwaist styles. It was felt that this type of line looks well 
on practically ovary girl, regardless of slse and shape, and that it 
fits into any type of wardrobe tulte easily, Every consideration that 
could be made to keep the students happy with the choice of patterns 
was made as long as that consideration conformed to the rather 
stringent demands of an experimental study. 
Differing,, Betmen tha Two Hethotl, Choma — A atudy mi oad, 
of olothlng textbooks as far bask as 1929 and as recent as 1990 to 
select those methods of construction which were to be used. Since 
there are still texts as old as toms of these studied being used in 
classrooms today, the methods recommended in these texts were included, 
The Bishop Method2 was not used oospletely for the 2 Group but 
modifications or sections of procedure recommended therein were 
Incorporated In this study, 
2 Bishop, Edna Bryte. Clothing Construction Methods, 
t 
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The following Is a list of the texts studied with alphabetical 
arrangement—these letters will be used to Indicate the sources for 
selection of each method of construction used In this study* 
A Baldt - Clothing for Women 
B Baxter A Intake - Modem Clothing 
C Bishop • Clothing Construction Methods 
D But tori oh • Dressmaking Book 
B Swans • Fundamentals of Clothing and Textllss 
f Intake and Quinlan - Clothing 
C Oeifce m What to Wear • How to Make It 
1989 
193* 
1947 
1919 
19*9 
19U0 
I9U4 
1937 
1990 
ig4o 
1949 
H fiathbone A Tarpley • Fabrics and Dress 
l Ryan A Phillips - Clothes For You 
J Simplicity Sewing Book 
I Singer Sewing Book 
It may seem confusing to the reader that the same author has been 
olted as reference in both the £ Group and C Croi$> methods* The 
reason for this is that many authors #10 were or still are teachers 
include both older and newer methods in their books despite the fact 
that, la their own classest they may use the newer method# more 
consistently, or may still ding to the older methods* 
* 
The points of difference In this study as far as construction 
was concerned were as follows (after each method will be found the 
letters Indicating which of the above list of books recommended the 
process)* 
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1) rating of the paper pattern - 
35 group - The paper pattern eat pin fitted to the girl, i.e., it 
eat pinned together on dart9 tuck and teas lines to fora the half of 
the dress it represented, after shlch the girl tried it on to get a 
definite Idea of style and fit, Baldt^ particularly recommends this 
method for the lnerperlenced student in preference to the method used 
by the 0 Group. A,X,J 
0 Group • Body measurement! were compared to those of the pattern 
pieces and allowances for ease added. A,XtX 
2) Harking the pattern - 
3E Group • Students In this group used tracing nheel and dressmakers1 
carbon paper, also in some oases there was pin marking if the 
construction step so marked was to be handled immediately. C,F,H,X 
C Group - TailorU tacks wore used for moot markings but tailor1* 
chalk was used to mark some scam allowances. D,F,G,X 
3) Seam finishes - 
g Group - Pinked seams were need here, but because some fabrics were 
inclined to ravel more than Is desired for this seam finish a row of 
machine stitching was placed olose to the pinked edge. lowhere could 
written authority be found for this step, but this writer had heard 
it discussed and seen it used in clothing classes for several years. 
A,D,7,G,X 
0 Group • The "Clean seam#, as some of the older books called It, 
or turned and stitched team, ae it is more commonly called now, was the 
method used in these classes to finish their seams, A,D,E,F,G,X,J 
3 Baldt, Laura X. Clothing for woman, p. 164. 
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4) Buttonholes - 
2 group • Sine* many a buey homemaker doe® not with to expend the 
tin® or energy or 1® unable to do the precision woric demanded of both 
hound and worked buttonhole®, the machine-made buttonholo ha® oome 
into it® ov»* Hhile the girl® in the ola®« node their own, many may 
have them made at a store which perform® that eervice once they start 
sawing In their om homes* X 
Q Group • The piped buttonhole (with seam turned into the garment) 
was used here as it is still considered a fine finish for the better 
made garments and is tau^it exclusively by some clothing teachers* 
5) Collars (convertibis) • 
£ Group • One method considered by many of the author® to be the 
•inkiest and quickest finish for a convertible collar was that which 
utilises a bias strip from facing end to facing end across the bask of 
the neck* This type of collar construction can be completed in one 
machine stitching, leaving only a small section of hand hemming to be 
done and the tacking of the facing at the shoulder teams* PtJ 
C Croup • The procedure Involved in applying a collar by tha method 
used In the C Croup dates® required precision woxk far mors than that 
used in the X Group classes* The under collar was sewn to the no ok of 
tho blouse with the ends meeting the center fronts a® specified and a 
normal seam allowance taken) the facing was folded back and the neck 
edge stitched to meet the collar stitching precisely; tho remainder I 
of the facing was then etltdhed to the upper collar between shoulder 
30 
and center front—this stitohing, too, matching the othere exactly. 
A,Q,2,F,G - 
6) Beaming • 
g Group «• The uee of ths machine blind-herarasr perfected recently 
by one of the tewing machine conpanies it being adopted by many busy 
women and tome clothing teachers alto advocate Its use except on very 
particularly finished garments. Its main advantage It speed which 
was, of course, desired In this study. K 
C Croup - The blind henming stitch was used by the 0 groups and 
was chosen for its neatly finished effect and concealed stitches. 
A,B,D,25,H,Xt«r 
In each method, the unit plan of assembling a garment was tanght. 
j# i • * ■ 
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"A common fora of questionnaire it on* which aims to measure a 
degree of preference for thl« or that*"* Xt is Ju"t ouch a 
measurement sou£it for this study. Is there a diet loot or significant 
preference for one method of clothing construction over the other? 
Vae there more interest in clothing construction before the study 
began or after? Are there many students who wish to go on with work 
In the field? How oan interests and changes of attitudes beet be 
noted? Psychologists agree that the interests of the individual are 
sometimes obscured intentionally or unintentionally by behavior and 
soaetimss hie real interests are entirely unknown to him* The interest 
Inventory may, by o&reful wording of statements or questions, draw out 
the real feelings of the individual who might otherwise give unin¬ 
tentionally false answers to bold or abrupt questions such as the 
"Do you like *..*♦?• type.2 
Any questionnaire, be It of the type used in this study or the 
purely factual kind, should meet certain criteria of usability and 
practicability to ensure the mewl sms number of returns, accurate 
responses and to permit the researcher to study those responses with 
the least amount of difficulty* The factors to be taken into 
consideration when selecting a questionnaire ac stated by Bcss^ are 
1 McCall, Hi 11 lam A. Bgl. P* 215* 
2 Greene, Jorgensen A Gerberloh* Measurement and Evaluation in 
3 Boat, 0.0. Meaeureiasnt in Today*s Schools, pp. S9-95. 
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concerned •pecifically with the standardised test bat apply in sons 
respects to the formulation of a questionnaire of this typo. These 
factors are l 
X) Case of administration - olsar direct ions 
2) Ease of scoring - scoring keys and fall scoring directions 
3) Ease of interpretation and application * good 
and norms 
4) Low cost • 6 to 7 cents per test average 
3} Proper Mechanical makeup - dear type 
The two questionnaires used in this study were not standardised 
hut were teacher-made. This eliminates the possibility of comparison 
of results with the norms lnoluded with the manuals for standardised 
teste. They are far more subjective and open to poeelbilltlee of 
error tinee they have not been administered enough times before their 
actual use In the study to determine which questions are reliable and 
which do not yield significantly discriminatory results. There was 
little expense Involved slnoe the questionnaires were rexogrsphed at 
the university! every attenpt was made to provide dear directions9 
avoid ambiguity of items and ensure readability by having clear 
copies prodnoed. No scoring ksys were used for reasons which will bs 
explained in the discussion of statistical methods at the end of this 
dhapttr. 
Limitations of the Questionnaire — The questionnaire has been 
much maligned as an accurate form of measurement. Although its 
invention is ascribed to Sir Francis Galton in the lSSO's, the 
following comment made in 1839 indicate* Its use and condemnation at 
a much o&rlier time* "It la is^osalbla to aspect accuracy In returns 
obtained by circular#, various constructions being placed upon the 
same question by dlffarent Individual• who consequently classify their 
h 
replies upon various principles.*^ 
Today the questionnaire la not justified If It la feasible to 
collect the data by other ©aaaa*5 with the various other cathode now 
recommended for analytical study, such as the survey method, case 
study and job analysis, the questionnaire is used today In education 
principally to measure adjustment, attitudes and interest.** 
— oas method of securing data 
Is often criticised on the following basest 
1) Ordinarily, it is not rocomaended but sometimes is the only 
available means for collecting the information and providing an 
extensive sailing.7 
2) It is difficult to obtain a representative response 
(60 to 70 per cent is usually considered a good percentage of returns). 
3) It Is difficult to get everyone to answer from the s&ae 
point of view. 
4 (tooted fro. Journal of tbo Statiitloal Sooloty of London. Oet. 1839, 
by KOJJJ’oo and KnglahaJt. 1'ha Solentlflo Study of Wtaoatlonal ' 
Probing. p. 40. 
5 Hooves and Kn^Iahart. op. olt. pp. 196-7. 
6 Boao. 0.0. op. olt. p. 99. 
7 Brow, Clara M. Bvuluatlon and Infatuation la Hoa» Eoonomlot. 
p. 2|0'» 
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4) Self-interest of tho respondents is come times the cause of 
systematic error.5 
5) The time element affects the accurate measurement of 
attitude changes. There met he a relatively long period of time 
elapse before obtaining truly accurate and significant results (In 
this case, more than the one semester time lapse would have been 
desirable). Ordinarily, studies which are planned to check upon 
students* knowledge may be effective when carried over a much shorter 
period than studies which deal with changes in attitude or development 
of skills, because information may usually be more cpiiokly acquired 
than either attitude or skills.® 
6) This, like most questionnaires, is subjective (objectivity 
is highly desirable for scientifically significant results) but not 
as highly subjective as in the case of a research worker making 
observations on the behavior of small children. Ho, in collecting his 
data, gives mooning to his sensations in perceiving overt actions. 
Another worker might give different oeaneings to the * sense data1* under 
the same conditions.^ 
ggS-...of-...-thS-.Qu»sM.Qn«^gt in Measuring,AttitudoA — The criterion 
of the validity of a method of scoring is the effectiveness of the 
resulting measures in revealing Individual differences in the trait 
$ Monroe and Englsh&rt. op. cit. p. 42. 
9 Brown, Clara II. op. cit. p. 295-6. 
« , - it 
10. Monro# and Engl chart, op. cit. p. 29* 
i&oot measurement It desired. 2a general, no answer can be considered 
wrong—If one it doeiroot of determining how the individual feels about 
something, how can he toy that any response le incorrect—he defeats 
the purpose of the test in that event. Any response to a psychological 
questionnaire, i.e., one measuring attitudes, nay be significant.11 
The questionnaire Is most satisfactory whan limited to a request 
for staple factual information In the possession of the recipients*12 
In the oase of the questionnaires administered in this study there 
probably was some question in the minds of the students about their 
future plans for work in the field but otherwise the questions asked 
tested responses only upon knowledge the girls already possessed. 
formulation of the Questions — It seemed desirable in formulating 
the various questions that there be an attempt made to pair the 
questions (not physloally but psychologically) so that one response when 
colored with that from another question would. It was hoped, Indicate 
a definite attitude, reason for attitude or attitude change. Hot all 
the questions had bearing upon one another—some requested purely 
factual information about background to aid the writer in placing the 
student In a group as to experience or lack of it* The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 
5th, 25th, 26th, and 27th questions on the Initial questionnaire and 
the 14th, 17th, and 18th questions on the follow-up questionnaire were 
11 Ibid* pp* 196*7* 
12 Ibid* p. 43, 
solely intended to extract factual Information concerning background. 
(See Appendices XX and XXX.) 
She Initial Questionnaire — This questionnaire, administered 
during the first week of classes, ms planned to draw forth information 
about previous clothing construction instruction and experience, about 
results of past sewing experiences, about Interest or lack of it In 
clothing construction and about future work in the field. Tho students 
vers urged to be honest in their responses and assured that their 
answors would not count against them in any way but were solely to aid 
in the study of which all were quite amre by the end of a few 
laboratory lessons. (Since the students could not help but notice 
differences In the methods by which the several classes were carrying 
out the same processes, they were told that a study was being mods. 
Details of the testing were not discussed with them, and only the fact 
that different methods were being studied was mentioned. It seemed 
legitimate, ns suggested by MoQsllf*J to give them such facts, and 
only such facts, as were the normal concomitants of the experimental 
factor In question.) 
A suggestion for the pattern for many of the questions ms 
derived from study of the master*a thesis of Sllon F, Kelson*^ 
Many of the questions in the initial questionnaire require 
explanation which will follow. Those questions ahich are self- 
.   n u in rnwm—mmmmm mmmum   m ii 
13 UcOall, William A. flow to Experiment In Education, p. 72. 
14 Nalton, SUra T. awing Mtl* taaA* In Ooorg. D.en School. - 
itf* Analyela of Wlnoonela. Appendix D, p. 72. 
3* 
explanatory will be labeled so. ablest statement of the question is 
necessary to the explanation, the questions will be listed only by 
numbers. Ihe reader may check these numbers with Appendix II, if he 
so desires. 
Question 1. 
• 2. 
N 
N 
ft 
3- 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-11' 
12. 
Self-explanatory 
Self-explanatory 
Self-explanatory 
Self-explanatory 
"I hate newer studied clothing but do 
__ a little 
___ some 
_a lot 
Indicative of amount of interest. 
*2he person who taugit 
* 
me most of the sewing I know 
mother 
grandmother 
4-H leader 
teadher 
Included to determine whether, despite several years of 
olothing Instruction in schools, the girl learned more 
from some other persons than her clothing instructors. 
If she did, could it be due to methods of construction 
taughtt 
Included to determine rihere interest in clothing ran' 
high* where it was daspened, if at all. 
•I sew (other than mending) outside of school 
projects ......11 
never 
___ seldom 
occasionally 
frequently 
39 
Question 13* 
• 14. 
Indicative of amount of into root in extra-curricular 
sawing. 
"I like to mw (oheofc one or both) ......" 
___ for oystlf 
___ for others 
When considered with Question 13, this should indicate 
degree of Interest—assuming that a girl who likes to 
mw for others as Mil as herself has more interest. 
•Sewing gives ms.• 
___ a great deal of pleasure 
___ some pleasure 
___ no pleasure 
Indioative of degree of interest. 
See Question 1}. 
•I would like to he able to make ... ail 
ogr own olothes." _some 
___ most 
__none 
Indioative of willix^ness to learn or degree of 
favorable attitude toward olothing construction. 
•One can tell a •home-made1 dress from a ready-made 
dress.• 
never 
___ seldom 
_usually 
always 
Shows attitude toward clothing construction as 
conditioned ty background in some way or other. 
i { 
Indicative of difference and inter-relationship (if 
any) in attitudes towards garments oonstruotsd in 
school and those made at home. 
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Question 23. Self-explanatory. 
" 2^. "An appreciation of becoming clothes (wise selection 
of color* line* style and fabric) Interests me 
... not at all 
___ some 
„ Tory much 
Indicative of direction and intensity of interest in 
this particular phase. 
* 25-29. Self-explanatory. 
n» rono»-m> gua.tloro.lja. -«tta clo«. at ttw .jp.rtffleat, . 
second questionnaire was administered to determine any changes in 
attitudes or interests. An inter-relationship vas planned between sons 
of the questions in the first questionnaire and in the questions herein 
» « 
as a means of detecting change. Questions such as #8* "I would prefer 
to buy my Clothes rather than make them."* are patterned after 
Ol&rabelle yriedheim’s questions used in "A Study of the Attitudes of 
S.oopdarT School 01 rl. vlth Koferono. to lamlly a.laUonaMp»». Shi. 
study included such questions as "X am thrilled when X have to preside 
over a meeting." and "X don*t usually get fussed when cy family tries 
to tease ns* but X do when other people are around. 
The questions used in this questionnaire will bo explained as 
were those in the initial questionnaire. 
• 
Question 1. "X would Hies to go on with further work in .. 
consumer education (check more 
Trm . clothing design one* if desired) 
^ clothing construction 
^ olo thing selection 
_______ merchandising 
none of these 
list other Interest in clothing* if any __________ 
15 Brown* Clara M. Evaluation and Investigation in Homs Koonoralos. 
pp. 204-5. 
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Sies in with Questions 27* 2Tt aad 29 la the first 
questionnaire. 
» * * • » • 
Question 2, *2he clothing cons traction aspect of Home I coco mi cs 
interests me.* 
_____ not at all 
some 
very much 
Included to detect any chaxge in response from that to 
Question 23 i& the first questionnaire. 
« 3. Self-e^>lanatory. 
* 4. "When 1 started this course, X had.. no interest 
in clothing construction.• sons 
_a lot of 
Included to double check on Question 2 of this and 
Question 23 of the first questionnaire. 
0 5. "X would like to be able to make .. all my own 
clothes. • some 
most 
nona 
Comparison with Question 16 of the first questionnaire 
should indicate any change in interest. 
0 6. "Daring summer vacation, X would like to make myself 
some clothes." 
. ywe 
. no 
Indicates presence of interest. 
” 7* "As a result of the construction work in this course, 
X have been able to help others with construction 
problems.■ 
_ye* 
_____00 
_had no opportunity 
Indicates presence of interest and feeling of confidence. 
t t 
Q&eitlon 8. *X would prefer to buy clothes rather than make 
then,11 
___ yes • 
___ no 
Indicative of interest or lack of It In clothing 
construction and relates to Question 3. 
* 9. *X fee1 that one can usually ease money by raking her 
own clothes.* 
_!»• 
-■ .V.: - • no 
Related to Question 3 will emphasise shotfaer 0 Group or 
£ Group students will hare more interest. 
■ 10. *2ho time It takes to moke clothes outweighs the 
advantage gained by the low cost of good material.* 
- - - - y»s 
no 
usually 
Indicative of attitude toward advantages of making own 
clothes. 
• 11. *Xt would take os less time to make a dress 'on ay own* 
than in lab.* 
are* 
__ no 
Indicative of attitude toward the type of construction 
* 
method by which the beginner learned. 
* 12. *1 would not be at particular about many of the details 
if X were making a dress at home.* 
_yes 
_____ m 
* : * : ■■ ■ :i-' -' 
Indicative of interest in preoislon and of attitude toward 
the construction method studied. 
• . : ■ • f \ 
* 13* Self-explanatory. 
« • ,i . ■ , < i * . « .« , 
* 14. Self-explanatory. 
Question 1§, Hl wish I bad bean able to lo&rn to sew la & section 
ibiflh M finished.* 
_first (do not answer if satisfied with 
. last your section) 
indicates dissatisfaction with or acceptance of the 
method by which the student learned to sew. 
16. "Xaplain, if you wish you had been in a different type 
of section." 
Included to do tonal no individual1 • reasons for 
dissatisfaction with the group with which she studied. 
* 17-1S. Included as this autorial was not covered in the first 
qusstlona&irt because of an overset* 
4 
Remarks were solicited about the course or the student1* attitude 
toward sewing as affected by the instructional method learned as. It 
was hoped, these remarks might lead further asphalts to, airport for, 
or reasons for dissatisfaction with that particular method. While 
purely subjective, these remarks were felt to be of some value. 
BUtt.tloal Method. Vaad la Kmluotioa — Statistic, should ha 
• tool for research rather than an end in themselves. They are not 
too useable when measuring Intangibles such as attitudes and Interests. 
Reporting her data in percentages with the degree of significance of 
relationships evaluated by Karl Pearson* s Chi-square tost, developed 
In 1900, proved a very concise and easily understood method for 
Mary hou aosencrans in a study*** which had several points of 
similarity to this one. 
16 Bosencrans, ua*y L.L. A Study of Woman* s Interest in Olothiag. 
44 
Thus Chi-square test proves Aether or not the relationship of 
3*641 to he considered significant*** 
In this study, the results of the responses for each question 
sill he interpreted in numbers of students and percentages* The 
Chl-eoi&re test sill he applied to the questions shich have heerlsg 
upon one another and to the responses of the C Croup In relation to 
those of tbo Z Croup to determine any significant differences or 
relationships* 
17 Monroe & mglehart. 
!>• 19* 
18 Sac decor, 0«ergc V. Statletlael Method*. p. 12. 
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SHE SATISO SCALES 
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samm.i 
the hating skulks 
Just &• the questionnaire it aimed, in this o&m, to determins 
the growth or change of attitudes and interests, so the score card 
or rating scale Is ooneernsd with the physical characteristics of the 
work produced. According to fknt and Gerberich, standardised score 
cards are provided more in the field of horns economics than in any 
other field.1 In this instance, however, two rating scales had to be 
devised to provide the information that was desired. Here again it 
was important to keep the sanies sinple to administer from the 
evaluators' point of view and as clear as possible for ease in scoring 
and interpretation.2 She directions given to the evaluators were 
mads as definite and easily understandable as was possible so that 
there be no resultant error due to sdsinterpretation of that inf or* 
nation which was desired or how to score the quality of the factors 
being studied. 
Sfceee rating ecalee are relatively subjective as each evaluator 
may answer from a different viewpoint, background or eaqperlenoe.3 
By having several evaluator*, rather than the Instructors who were too 
familiar with the work to give unbiased ratings, there was the 
possibility that the range of differences would somewhat balance itself 
1 Shut A Gerberldh. of Metfeofl £or Iggaafog Schools. 
pp. 251-2. 
2 Bess, 0.0. Measurement in Today's Schools. pp- ®9-95- 
3 Orisons. M«asmr»psat in Zdunation. p. 1&8. 
off and produce more valid results than had the too instructors done 
the rating. 
quality scales, rating scales and score cards usually result in 
the assignment of numsrioal representations to the qualitative 
performance.** She scales used to determine Aether there vere sig¬ 
nificant differences between the £ Group and C Group construction 
methods as stressed in the fit and external appearance of the completed 
garments in the one oaee and in the workmanship as it eas visible from 
the rigii tide of the dresses in the other did not have a numerical 
scale for the evaluator# to check, but numerical values sere assigned 
to their responses later. 
Rating of the Paired, Groups — as described in Chapter I, General 
Procedure, the etudents sere paired in classes containing four or 
five girls each. These classes appeared on the stage together to alios 
the evaluators to determine Aether one sas superior to the other, 
A Check under one class indicated a definite superiority of that Glass 
over the others a check in both columns showed an ispresslon that eaA 
class sas of similar caliber, in other cords, there teemed to be no 
visible difference between the two Classes as far as fit and gtutral 
appearance sent, She classes Aioh stood on the right hand of the 
stags sore not from the same construction group eaA time AiA meant 
that daring one gr<np~Aoslng Claes A u&gxt be from £ Group and during 
the succeeding showing it mlgit toe ooepoeed of etudents who had 
lsarnsd to sow toy ths 0 Group methods. As far as sas possible the 
4 Shut 4b GerberiA, bp, cit. p, 251, 
4* 
girls were paired as to background (experience or tbs lack of it), and 
grads level (tbs alphabetioal rank assigned the garments for the 
college records). It was impossible to pair tbs last of the three 
groups in the setae manner, but the/ sere paired as well as possible in 
two of the determining factors. A stud/ of fable XX will explain how 
the palrlig was dons and the order la which the students appeared. 
SABLS XX 
the Arrangement of Students in the Group Evaluation b/ Their 
Construction Groups, Background and Grade Level In the Order of 
Their Appearance 
Group # Background Grade Claes A Claes 3 
Level Constr. Grouo Constr. Orouo 
Group X Xaperienee A X Group C Group 
Group XX Xxperienes A X Oroup C Group 
Group XXX Xo Experience A 0 Group X Group 
Group XY Xxperienes B £ Group 0 Group 
Group Y BO Experience B C Group X Group 
Group YX No Experience B X Group 0 Group 
Group YIX Experience B 0 Group X Group 
Group YXXX Ho Xxperienes 0 C Group X Group 
• 
Group IX Ho Experience 0 X Group C Group 
Group X B 
X Group 
Ho Experience 
C Group 
Experience 
Group XI Ho Experience • X Group-C C Group-B 
Group XXX Experience - X Group-C 0 Group-A 
Aftor the evaluators had indicated their preference, the classes 
were re-arranged within each group so that ease in studying the results 
might he facilitated* All the 3 Group classes were arranged In oolusa 
A and all the C Group in column 3. 
Then the two classes were considered equal, the weighting of the 
answers was only one point each. If one class stood out as superior 
in the mind of the evaluator, that class was weighted two points. A 
tally of the number of points in each class was eapeoted to he 
indicative—whether significantly eo or not—of the superiority of 
one class over the other. 
Bating of the Individual Dresses — After the group rating had 
taken place, seventeen girls removed their dresses and left them for 
closer examination of the workmanship as seen from the outside of the 
garments only. These dresses were laid, two on a table, in the 
clothing laboratory—each with a number pinned onto it in dear view. 
There was no indication to the evaluators as to which construction 
groups the students had studied in or what grade level had been given 
on the dress. A rating sheet was used which had the dress numbers 
down one side with three columns beside them in which to check whether 
the dress* workmanship was "Good", "Fair1*, or "Poor*. No weight was 
attached to any answer eo far ae the evaluators knew, but after the 
re suite were in, ratings of 3 points for "Good", 2 points for "Pair* 
and 1 point for "Poor* wore assigned. 
She evaluators were instructed to look the outside of the garment 
over closely with regard to the following construction points before 
making their selection! 
2) oollar 
3) ili«m and cuffs 
V 4) arras eye 
3) buttons and buttonholes 
6) tucks across the shoulders or 
yoke and pleat 
7) waist seen 
8) zipper 
t . » •' . 9) h*z 
As Mentioned in the diseusslon of general procedure* it was 
intended that there be eighteen dresses rated—nine of one oonstraction 
grasp and nine of the other* but due to illness one girl was unable to 
attend the evaluation* All seventeen of the dresses were included in 
the final results* however* for by the Ghi-eqoare test the groupe do 
not of neoeeslty need to balanced 
5 Snedeoor* George ». t^j* p. 16. 
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Of the 80 students responding to the questionnaires only 44 sere 
beginners and thua concerned with this study from a statistical point 
of view, as far as tbs too questionnaires and the individual rating 
scale were concerned* Tbs beginners and more experienced students 
sere ell evaluated as to fit and general appearance of their garments 
in the group rating to see if there sere significant differences 
bet seen the vosk of each as sell as betseen the X and 0 Groups. 
In discussing the two questionnaires, oosnsnts sill be mads when 
the Information is not self-explanatory. The questions sere first 
studied with three main factors in minds these seres 
1) how the 0 Group and X Group students differed In their 
responses, 
2) the number of G Group and X Group students who gained 
interest and 
3) the manner in which those students who g&lntd Interest 
and those who did not expressed themselves in their responses. 
There sill be an analysis of the most pertinent of the data revealed 
by the responses to the questionnaires* Content of the questionnaires 
may be found In Appendices XX and XXX* 
mi Hal Q»*»Uow»q»* - _ a.«pon«. t — 'iabla. m and 
VXIX show the various responses of both the X Group and C Group students 
with indication as to the numbers who gained interest and those who 
did not and how these students reacted to tho diverse questions* 
With regard to the responses to Question lt it is Important to 
not# hero that #ilXo 32 of the 44 so-called beginners had had olothing 
in the seventh or eighth grades, they were still included. Although 
the/ technically had had tome experience in the field# their lade of 
confidence and cock retention of the information studied in these 
courses taken to man/ /ears hsfors put them in the sane category as 
the student sho had never been given an/ slothing construction 
staftatiCB, 
As sheen in Shblss XII through nil# sf those sho didn’t take 
slothing in hi£i school 30 girls oould not have taken it as it could not 
he fitted into their progress. In the follomup questionnaire# it me 
learned that 14 girls attended high schools «&loh did not offer this 
type of eoures. Of all the girl* only ei^it vert not interested In 
clothing durix^ their high school days. 
Question 6 which ms intended to show from shorn the girle felt 
they had learned the most about clothing construction pointed up one 
fast vhich seemed strange to the writer. Of the 44 girls under study# 
( • - 
none had had any 4-H training. An almost equal number felt they had 
learned the nest from teachers and from their mothers. Of the 10 girls 
shoes mothers taught them mere about clothing# 9 vers among the 12 who 
had never studied slothing formally in schools. 
2ABLS III 
Results of Responses to Questions 1 - 5 on 
ihe Initial Questionnaire (Badcground and Experience) 
Question 
Int. 
£ Group 
ttoia Ho Int, Gain 
Q Group 
Int, Gain Kq Int, Gain 
1* studied olothing9 
7th grade 9 1 10 4 
8th grade 6 0 1 0 
2. newer studied 9 1 5 4 
3* could not fit 
into program 10 6 8 6 
4. not interested 0 5 0 3 
9. newer studied 
tut sew 
a little 4 1 4 2 
some 1 0 0 0 
a lot 0 0 0 0 
* 9c report made of 9th • 12th grades or 4-fi as none of the beginners 
studied clothing la these grades. 
fable XT shoes where clothing study was required and how many girls 
enjoyed, disliked or found most enjoyable the clothing work in those 
grades* While clothing was required of 80 per oeat of the students ebo 
took it in the 7th grade, only 12 per oent of that number learned cost 
about it in that grade. 
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MBIT 
insult8 of Koapoaeoa to Questions 6 - IX on 
The Initial Questionnaire (Attitudes Toward Background) 
question x aruup 
Int. Ckdn lto Int. Gain 
C Group 
Int. Gain Ho Int. Gain 
6. learned most from 
mother 5 1 3 1 
grandmother 0 1 1 0 
4-8 0 0 0 0 
teachers 9 1 1 1 
self 0 0 0 2 
7. enjoyed olo thing 
7 th grade 5 0 4 1 
8th grade 3 0 1 0 
8. enjoyed olo. most 
7th grade 3 0 0 0 
6th grade 2 0 0 0 
9. did not enjoy 
7th grade 3 0 2 1 
6th grade 2 0 0 0 
10. learned moot 
7 th grade 3 0 0 0 
6th grade 3 0 1 0 
11. clothing required 
7 th grade 6 1 7 4 
6th grade 3 0 1 0 
Table T indicates responses to questions 12 through 16. ihese 
questions deal with attitude towards sewing outside of school* desire 
to sew for self or others and amount of pleasure received from 
. ; • ■ > k ' f. S 
actually constructing something. 
At the opening of the study* 25 girls had never sewn outside of 
echool whether they had had clothing classes or not. Of these 23* 
however* 22 girls had gained interest as a result of the course ae 
shown in the followup questionnaire. It it to be hoped that this 
56 
interest gain will motivate these girls to carry on some kind of 
sewing outside of school hours in tho future. There were 14 of these 
32 front the S Group and 8 frost the 0 Or crop, Whether It was the method 
by which they learned which caused store B Group students to evidence 
an interest gain or not is difficult to determine on basis of this 
question alone but it nay prove indicative when studied in relation to 
other data. 
Of the 34 girls who liked to tew for themselves* 82 per cent 
(28 girls) gained interest during the course. It is pertinent to 
note that all of the 9 uho liked to eew for others wero among the 
34 who liked to sew for themselves. Hot one girl indicated a desire 
to sew for others and not for herself. 
Of the 44 students* 4 did not indicate their feelings on the 
amount of pleasure gained from the act of sewing. 
Of the 9 girls who like to eew for themselvse and for others* 
one preferred to sew for others al though she still wanted to sew some 
for herself• 
There were no girls who wished to make none of their own clothes* 
75 per cent wished to make some of their clothes* 6.8 psr cent wished 
to be able to mates all their clothes and 18.2 per cent hoped to moke 
most of their clothes. 
Questions 17 through 22 were included to point out any attitude 
that Digit exist concerning appearance of homemade garments and 
satisfaction with the results of articles constructed both in school 
and outside of regular classes* It would seem that the girls would 
57 
be discouraged from wanting to bow when the majority of the girls who 
towed before talcing this course and *C per cent of the beginners 
felt so strongly that clothing to*do at home looks homarr^ds. Such ms 
not the case, strangely enou^9 as evidenced by responses to 
Question 29 which showed that 32 of the Uh beglzmars want to learn to 
sew. 
1IBUL1 
Basalts of Bssponsss to Quest ions 12 • 16 on 
The Initial Questionnaire (Attitudes Outside of School) 
bastion X Group 0 Group 
lnt. Pain Ho Int. Gain Int. Qaln Ho Int. Gain 
12. sew at horns 
newer 14 0 
seldom 9 2 
occasionally 0 0 
frequently 0 0 
13* like to sow for 
•elf 16 1 
others 4 0 
14. sewing gives 
ouch pleasure 6 0 
some pleasure 8 2 
no pleasure 1 0 
15. prefer to sow for 
soU 14 1 
others 0 0 
16. desire to mka own 
olothas 
all 2 0 
some 11 7 
most 3 2 
none 0 0 
8 
6 
0 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
12 5 
3 2 
2 4 
9 x 
3 2 
U 4 
1 0 
1 
9 
2 
0 
0 
6 
1 
0 
A study of responses to C&aeetlons 21 end 22# Table VI, will show 
that, on the whole, the girls fool more confident of turning out a 
more pleasing garment out of school than they do in class. This 
study docs not attespt to caplala shy this is so, and from hearsay of 
sosora! years of teaching it is not unique hut rather universal, hut 
suggests it norite further study at another tins, 
• • * 
f , . •? • « ' » * * (. * • **."» 
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Be suits of fie spouses to Questions 17 • 22 on 
The Initial Questionnaire (Attitude Toward Honeciade (torments) 
Question I Group C Group 
Jnif Iate ..Jfe4n  
17# tell honeaade dress 
never 0 0 
selden 10 1 
usually 10 0 
always 0 1 
18. school sewing locked 
honeaade 
never 1 0 
sometimes 6 0 
always 5 l 
19# hone sewing looked 
hffintfHadf 
never 0 0 
sometimes 5 0 
always X 0 
20# wore school projects * * *■ 
never X 0 
under protest 3 1 
with pleasure 5 0 
21# results of school 
projects 
proud 0 0 
satisfied 6 1 
resigned 3 0 
ashamed 0 0 
22# results of home projects 
proud 2 0 
satisfied 4 0 
resigned 0 1 
ashamed 3 0 
0 
6 
8 
0 
i 
1 
l 
0 
1 
2 
0 
3 
5 
2 
2 
5 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
0 
4 
0 
0 
Questions 23 through 26 are concerned with inter*si In olothlng 
construction, clothing selection, specialisation in clothing work 
and interest in learning to see hot intent to major in some other 
field of home economics* 
Of the 6 girls she were not Interested in clothing construction 
nt all at the beginning of the course, 4 gained interest during the 
semesters ef the 21 sho sere somewhat interested, 16 gained interest— 
an aqual number in X and C Groups; 15 of the 17 lho showed a let of 
interest at the start of the oouree gained interest during the study. 
An overwhelming majority (39 of the 44 beginners) had a great 
deal of interest in developing an appreciation of clothing selection, 
and there ins only one student who had no Interest in this phass of 
ths work. Ses Table VII. 
TABLE VIX 
Be suits of Be spouses to Questions 23 - 26 on 
The Initial Questionnaire (Interest in Clothing)_ 
Question B Group C Group 
_. laiaJhte jgate 
23. ole. construction 
not interested 1 0 
very * 10 0 
somewhat * 8 2 
24* do. selection 
not Interested 1 0 
very each * 16 2 
somewhat * 2 0 
25* specialise in do. 
not Interested 5 1 
very nufe * l 0 
somewhat ** ■s^esSPWS sea# “ 3 0 
undecided 8 3 
26. wish to learn to sew 
major other field 14 l 
* in clothing 1 0 
undecided 4 1 
3 
5 
8 
2 
2 
3 
0 
14 
2 
4 
1 
6 
5 
3 
1 
1 
2 
U ? 
4 0 
1 0 
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The remaining questions on the Initial questionnaire dealt with 
professional and personal interests In the clothing field, As will be 
seen fro® response to question 27* as shown in Table Till, IS of the 
44 beginning students had no professional Interest in the field at 
all. Whether this indicates that their professional interest lies in 
sons other phase of hone soonomios, such ae hone management or 
diet#ties, or shethsr these girls plan to marry after graduation and 
carry on no professional life was not learned in this study. 
Personal interest in the field ran fairly high in general 
although 3 girls showed they had no personal interest in dothlig 
from any angle itoat soever. This seamed strange response from young 
girls, especially those art studying to be horns economists. 
Be suits of fiesponses to questions 27 • 29 on 
The Initial questionnaire (Professional and Personal Interest) 
question 2 Group C Group 
iB&t 0»1» M iBh la*. 0In «o In*- M& 
27* professional interest 
do* design 3 0 
tic, construction 5 0 
msrchandislng 3' 1 
teaching 2 0 
no prof, interest 9 0 
28, personal interest 
ole, design 9 0 
do. construction 8 0 
do, selection 7 0 
consumer buying 7 1 
no personal interest 1 0 
29. use for clothing 
information 
for teaching 1 0 
for self 17 0 
for family 19 1 
for business 2 1 
4 
0 
4 
2 
5 
3 
1 
5 
2 
MtoMB jaifittomaly -Ao&lyai, of BtSasaiSM — i'ablaa IX 
thrown XIX show distribution of responses to the second or 
Followup Questionnaire. 
Table XX shove interest in continuing with further study In the 
several phases of clothing work. There were 1$ girls desirous of 
further cork with consumer education, 15 of whoa gained Interest 
during the course, This is a gain of 3 girls over the number interested 
ae indicated by response to Question 28 in the Initial Questionnaire, 
Little gain was indicated in the number of students interested in the 
field of clothing design or clothing construction. There were 13 
girls who showed no interest in any of these aspects of home economics 
as opposed to 18 at the start of the oouree. The largest gain in 
desire for further study cams with the X Group which gained interest 
in clothing construction work as a result of this study. 
ma 
Be suits of Responses to Question 1 on the 
Followup Questionnaire (Interset In Further Olothing Education) 
Question X Croup C Group 
Xnt, Gain Ko Int, Gain Int. Gain Ho Int. Gain 
1, desire work in 
education 12 
clothing design 6 
do. construction 10 
elo, selection $ 
merchandising 1 
none of these 3 
03 h 
0 5 X * 
0 3 4 
X 7 3 
X 3 X 
X 7 2 
62. 
At shown by Question 2» Table X, U girls ware cot interested In 
clothing construction at all at the oloaa of the experiment. This 
It a favorable response In that before the study there ears 6 students 
who ware not interested. 
Of the 44 beginning students about half sera waon;e*hat inter® a tod" 
in olothing oonstrootlon at the beglnairg find at the and of the 
semester. The 1! droop students who exhibited "*oo® interest* were the 
same on both questionnaires, but the 0 Oroup gained 2 girls among those 
vho gained interest during the course and lost 1 among those aho gained 
no interest. 
Only one more student registered as "very mch interested1* at the 
olose of the study. :he one girl sho evinced more Interest learned 
to see In an 5 Group slats* An inter-relation of these two facts 
wight fee assumed. 
Question 3 showed a gain of interest among 1$ 2 Group girls and 
V* i 
16 0 Group. Significance of this data will fee discussed further after 
the reports concerning the individual questions. Question 4 ms 
discounted because of its evidence of lack of agreement with the 
information given on the same question In the first questionnaire. 
This information should not have been affected fey the study in any 
my. 
At the beginning of the courts 3 girls Indicated a desire to sake 
all of their clothes whereas there were but 2 at the end. One student 
of the 0 0rcn*> experienced a lessening of desire to make all her 
olothee. This particular girl me not satisfied with the method of 
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construction by which ehe learned and felt it ms too slow* 2hls 
attitude undSouhtodly affected the chains in her response to this 
question when it ms asked the second time. At the and of the 
semester 3* students wished to nates sons of their olothest 33 wished 
to at the beginning of tho study. 3 Group students remained the same— 
13 In number with only 1 of these experiencing no interest gain. The 
drop of 2 students case in the 0 Group tfiich did not gain interest. 
Coupled with the information gathered in the above paragraph and that 
ferou^&t out below about the responses to tho section of the question 
narked "nonaw, this seems to lend support to the question of the talus 
of the 0 Group Method as oonparsd with the 3 Group Method. 
The 2 points gained among the girls who wished to ranfaa most of 
their clothes fell entirely in tho 0 Group tfiloh gained Interest. 
The 1 0 Group girl id*o did not gain Interest seems to hate lost it 
indeed* She sjfcibitod some Interest in making her own clothes at the 
tine of the first questionnaire. 
Of the beginners £L.8 per cent (36 girls) wish to antes their 
clothes dnrixMS suxuner moat ion; 30 of these girls gained Interest during 
the period covered by the study, which may hate some bearing on their 
desire to sew in their free time. All the S Group who gained interest 
are included in this gain, tool 11 of the 16 C Group who gained 
interest are represented here also* One of the 2 in the S Group who 
did not gain Interest and 5 of the 7 0 Group who did not gain interest 
were included. 
littl 
Hssolts of Be^ansss to Questions 2 • 7 on the 
Follow-op Questionnaire (Intoroot In Construction) 
Question E Croup 0 Group " ™ 
_lat. 0»U> Ko Int. frdn Q*ln So lot. Pain 
2. olo. construction 
no Interest 0 
, * 
0 1 3 
tome interest S 2 10 2 
very mash internet 11 0 5 2 
3. more interested than 
at start 
interest gain 19 0 16 0 
no Interest gain 0 2 0 7 5* desire to make own 
olothee 
all 1 0 0 1 
some 12 1 14 4 
moat 6 1 2 1 
none 0 0 0 1 
6. desire to sew daring 
19 1 11 5 
no 0 1 5 2 
7* helped others sew 4 0 1 2 
helped no others 6 1 3 2 
no opportunity 9 1 12 3 
Of all the beginners 26 preferred to buy their olotfces rather than 
flak* thorn (labia 11). 'fhis constitute* par oont of the beginner a, 
yet Question 9 shows that 91 par oont fait that on* oould saws money 
by her own clothes, ihe reason for the differanoas in response 
nay be that 11a ideally the *£rls feel they oan saws money, many 
lack the confidence or skill and so prefer to buy rather than make 
their do thee. 
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Of the total group 75 per cent Aid not feel that the tirae a^ent 
In ocwistruoUhg one1* own clothes eutwfcitfted the advantage of the 
lowered cost Involved In *uofc project* at opposed to the expense of 
read? to wear articles. However, 84,1 per cent (37 girls) believed it 
* t » . • 
would take thoa less tiiae to complete a drees in their o'.m titso cut side 
of clast than it had in close. Despite the fact that all the C Group 
* * * , . , , n 
gained interest exhibited n gtiin of confidence during the etuiy, 
it Is this group \fdch manifests the dost doubt about thfcir ability to 
wonk quickly on their own, perhaps tho paix^taking kind of eon** 
at ruction Methods they studied nods them too dependent upon ttw 
instructor for assistance in the troublesome areas to feel free to woric 
quickly without her nearby. The distribution of students ieho would 
be loss fussy about details or e<|ually as fussy outside of school was 
fairly even; 56,8 per cent would cot be as fussy while U3.2 per cent 
would be just as careful. It is interesting to note hers that the 
£ Group students slightly favor being sore painstaking sfalle the C 
Group students who gained Interest distinctly favor let# attention to 
detail. [*■ !•» * 
A strong growth of confidence was reported by responses to 
bastion 13; 37 girls felt more confident than they had before the 
study began; 33 gained interest as well as confidence; 4 gained 
confidence but not interest. 
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Re suite ef Response to gueetion S - 13 on iho 
Follow-up Questionnaire (Attitude* Tomrd# Sewing Outside of School) 
QuastIon S Oram 0 Group 
6. prefer to buy 11 1 u1 3 
prefer to rbOos « 1 5 4 $• making own oiotfieg ‘ : 1 
14 6 can saw money 18 2 
10. time vs. low 00at of 
1 0 2 1 
oaterlals 
tine outweighs cost 
tt&ts does not 
6 1 2 2 
outweigh cost 
11. takes lees to 
13 1 14 5 
sew at home 
yes 18 1 12 6 
no 
12. care with details at 
1 1 4 1 
hone 
yes 9 2 10 4 
no 10 0 6 3 
13* gained confidence 
yes 17 1 16 ? 
no 2 1 0 4 
Preference for having been tau^xt by the opposite method was 
shown by 2 B Group students with interest gain and 1 without; 
$ 0 Group with interest gain end 5 without. Question 16 requesting 
explanations for desire to haw been in a eestion taught by the 
' , t' . f f> 1 . i 
opposite laethod will be discussed further in the chapter. As shown 
by Table XII* aoas of the students had had clothing Classes prior to 
7th grade and lU attended high schools which did not offer slothing 
courses as a part of their curriculum. 
IIIMUBl 
Hesuits of 8o spouses to Questions 14 • 16 on the 
followup Questionnaire (Satisfaction witti Group Uethod) 
Qjio.tlon 
. - -.la*. 
X droop 
(tela Bo la*. Coin 
C Group 
Int, Gain Ho Int. Cain 
14. studied in group 
which 
finished first 19 2 0 0 
finished last 0 0 16 7 
15. wished to have bean 
tsu^it other oethod 2 1 5 5 
17. studied clothing In 
4th gradsb 0 0 0 0 
5th grade 0 6 0 0 
6th grads 0 0 0 0 
16. olothing not offered 
in high school 9 2 4 3 
Tables XXIX and XX? show the relation of general interest in all 
phases of clothing work to Interest in clothing construction, 
fable XXIX indicate* the responses of the C Croups before and after 
the study* shils Table XX? indicates those of the X Crows. 
nm~mi 
Halation of General Interest In Olothing ?oi& 
(All Phases) to Interest in Clothing Construction - z Croc^ 
& Wt of Interest 70^ vritti Interest gain 30^''ivith' no intorest g 
^ (U_OQMtri_Before_A£ter_Before After 
ft , \ \ ' • 
no In tors it 19*0)* (1) 28J» (2) {3) 
t ’ * V . . ■ . - ' 
•cm Interest 5tf(«) 6jj6 (10) Ujjt (3) 2# (2) 
n lot of interest 31*<5) 3tf (5) 29* (2) 29* (2) 
The interest gain vat isoet evident in those who had no interest 
initially. The uhi«s<piare test indicates there le a statistically 
significant relationship bet week the method of instruction and 
increase la students with eons interest* hone of the other 
relationships are such as to he considered signiileant* 
fABLS AlV 
delation of General Interest In Clothing work 
(All Phases) of Interest in Clothing Construction ~ $ Croup 
"""aSISV 'W Interest 90^ with interest rxin lOJt with no interest gain 
(t» wwwtg)- Mm_MSas-Mas.-mss._ 
no latexes* ft (1)* —■ — —— 
«w Intexee* 42* (8) 42* (8) 100* (2) 100* (2) 
a lot of interest 5ft (10) &8* (11) - - 
It if of interest here that the only change, at recorded in 
Table XIT* it a gain in interest of 5 2>$r cent for the students In the 
• number of students concerned 
X Group. It would aoam as though the 5 par cent me added totally to 
the 53 per cant who shoved a lot of Interest at the beginning of the 
course. Actually, the one student in question changed from *no 
interest* to *some interest* and a student in that group moved into 
the *lot of interest* category. 
¥he number of students in the 0 Group who gained interest during 
the course when studied with the number of x Group students with 
similar Interest gain was not highly indicative of the superiority of 
one method oner the other in devdoping interests or better attitudes 
toward olothing work. Chi-square was, however, not too far below the 
point considered neoeeeary for any statistical significance. Allowing 
for the possibilities of error in this study, one might consider the 
X Group Method superior or to be preferred to souse interest in a Glass, 
In the case of the relation of interest gain to desire to moke 
clothes for themselves before and after the experiment there was a 
significant relationship between the number of 0 Group students who, 
through growth of interest, decided they wanted to make most of their 
own clothes, ufce 0 Group Method produced confidence In 100 per cent of 
its students who gained interest while the X Group produced confidence 
in only 89 per oent of its students who manifested interest &*ln. 
It is interesting to note that despite the fact that the X Group 
In the main desired to make either some or most of their own clothes 
they showed approximately half to be desirous of buying their clothes 
rather than making them, ihls rather contradictory bit of information 
may be explained by the fact that the girls like to moke some or most 
of their clothes but prefer to buy soma. That question measuring 
profarenas for buying rather than tasking do that bhould have been 
worded lota positively and with sore chance for a range of preference. 
Fewer of tho C Group students wished to buy rather than moke their 
clothe•; however, the same reasoning holds true In this case as for 
the B Group students. 
Share may be significance in that fever of the students who 
gained interest and more of those who failed to gain interest wished 
they had been bought by the opposite method. It is quit* possible 
that there was not enough of a challenge to these girls in their own 
particular section or that the purely subjective factor of their 
desiring to be with friends in the other type of section influenced 
their responses, The fact still remains, however, that there was sore 
discontent with the 0 Group classes than with the X Group. Chi-square 
was so high as to balance, it would seem, the possibility for 
subjectivity if it did influence the responses greatly. 
Student comments about the methods by vshidi each loomed were 
solicited at the close of the second questionnaire. These proved 
interesting while of no statistical significance* l&a&ifcs by the 
C Group with no interest gain were, on the whole, indicative of a 
desire to have been in the classes taught by the other method. The 
comment by one experienced student is noted here as it shows how 
inability to schedule the girls and take their backgrounds into 
consideration has affected some of the girls* It would have been 
preferable to have separated the beginners and those who had had 
eaperlesnc. This particular student did not experience any interest 
n 
gain. "I’ve sewed for iaany years by 0 Group methods and would Ilka to 
havo loarood a faster way.* Bepresentativ® of the remrks by the other 
girls la that group wore th© following* *. ..definitely taught no 
motloulousness and care in working."... think the dresses in the 
other (S Croup) Motions looked as well constructed without spending 
so much time or detail...** axil *I*d like to know the fastest method.* 
but this tam girl also Indicated *...an easier style and pattern 
would have been better for n*.* 
Comments from the 0 Croup she gained interest were* "..took too 
lox^g out tau^it precision.“i'he one and only thing X did not care 
for was that it took too lox£.*v *2ook too long.*, "...wish marking 
had been sispllfied and basting eliminated In most cases.H* “X really 
enjoyed the sewing and profited by having had the class.11 plus one 
comment to the same effect that the E Croup classes* projects looked 
no different but took less tine and detail. On the thole* those girls 
■ ' ! * ’ f . » 
were not at dissatisfied ae the previous group. 
One of the two girls from 2 Group with no interest gain criticised 
the method saying* *ft's worked too fast.,..would rather have gone 
slower.* So it would seem the effect of time works both ways. 
Of two 2 Croup students with interest gain making the sa&e 
remark* qw intends to teach and commented* *1 enjoyed clothing class 
immensely.* Ihie is certainly a good beginning for that young person. 
End she been discouraged or been unable to enjoy her work the might 
readily have changed her mind about wanting to study clothing ew\x& 
to be able to teach it. One girl spoke for her friends as well ae 
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horrslft "Interest In progress in this field (sewing) has certainly 
increased." One ms "too rushed" and another reioarked, "At first 1 
seated lost working with such speed,..., but after I Cttogjht on to the 
iaathod, it became easier," satisfaction uuing this group, st&tisbioally 
insignificant thou^L it z&y be, should certainly oo of interest to 
one interested in bringing the most stimulating methods to her students, 
ft’he Qrou^i hating Scale — while external finished appeuraaoe is 
one of the fetors being studied in this e^criment, it was not felt 
to be of primary importance altnough unquestionably it plays a large 
v» _ 
part, and is dore adapted to statistical itethods, in determining 
whether a girl, by virtue ox socplctiug a thoroughly acceptable garment, 
or one which offers her wioourug9^ent for bettor results next tixie, 
will feel stimulated to further interest by the success of her 
Initial venture. 
As was mentioned in the discussion of the group rating seals in 
Chapter V, there had to be a rearrangement of the classes alter the 
evaluators had indicated their choice In order to align all the 2 
Group and all the C Group students for oats in studying the results, 
Table XV shows the allotments of points to each group, >>hen an 
evaluator indicated a preference of one class over toe other, point 
value of k was assigned; when there was no preference, in other words 
both classes segued equal, only one point was assigned each check 
marie. Appendix IV will show the allotment of points oy individual 
teachers, ike last three classes were not counted in the evaluation 
as to superiority of method since they could not be paired cn all 
counts. 
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Soon ef the evaluators consistently node little or no distinction 
between the electee. Hew of the evaluators indicated the superiority 
of one dace over the other sore often than not, and four quite 
consistently awarded superior rat Inge and equal ratings In similar 
proportions. 
While the X Group received 117 points after weighing to 99 for the 
0 Group, this did not indicate a significantly different evaluation. 
It Bight appear that the X Group prodnote were superior as a whole to 
the 0 Group in both fit and general appearance, but by the Chi-square 
test there was no significant relationship to lend support to 
•election of either of the methods for better results. 
When the groups who had had no experience were compared with 
those nho had had some experience there was no significant difference 
noticeable according to the responses of these evaluators, neither 
the 0 Group nor X Group students with previous training rated 
significantly any higher with the evaluators with respect to the fit 
and general appearance of their garments. 
K valuator s' Distribution of Preference for 
On* Method of Teaching (Based on fit and (tenoral appearance} 
■”r Grade 
Background Uwl 
Claes k 
» assist 
Class B 
_c inn_ 
Group l Experience A 16 8 
Group II Kipsriwoe k 
* i ! *■ % n 13 
Group III 
*" * 
Ho Xa^erionoe k 16 4*4 8 
Group IT Xxperienee 1 & 10 
Group T Ho I^erienoe 1 7 17 
Group YI 
• , * \ Ho F.xperlenoe B 16 * i 8 
Group m Xxperitiue B 15 9 
Group Till Ho Experience 0 12 ■ 12 
Group IX Ho Xjqperieno* 0 * \ 10 14 
Group X B Ho Kxp. 21 a9* 3 
Group XI Ho Bjqperlenoe Grade 0 9 Grade B 15 
Group XII Experience Grade 0 10 Grade A 
# * • a 
14 
Total 
* \ * • » « 
117 not counting 
the last 3 
classes 
99 not counting 
tha last 3 
olasees v«tew ww ^
Individual Bating Scales — la evaluating the individual dresses 
as to external eoitenanship, the evaluators sere requested to cheek in 
only one ooluco—Good, Jtoir or Poor—tha quality of the dresses being 
V W ♦ } 
examined. Table XVI indleatee the distribution of points before 
veiffcting (see Table XVII for method of eei^iWng) and shew®, on face 
value* a superiority of 0 Group dresses as far as the number rated 
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floods * balancing of the too tasthode rated Fair end & greater nunbsr 
of 3 Grorap voted Poor* Without we luting, this if not to he ooneideved 
* y 
with any elm toward determining significance of relationships, however* 
One X Group drees m* unanimously rated Good by all the evaluators) 
a 0 Group and an X Group druse balanced each other with 10 checks each 
aa Good quality products and one C Group dress rated Good with 9 checks* 
the neat highest nunber of proferenoes being only 6 checks* Of the 
•lx dresses given 6 preferences aa Good* only one was an X Group 
product* 
She tec dresses receiving the most checks la the Poor column wore 
both X Group products) the three dresses receiving one point each In 
that ooluan wore 0 Group. 
TABLS XYX 
Sv&ltuton* Hating of the IndlTldual Draaaaa at to 
Quality of foitaiaahlp (Utavalgitad) 
ftrow Qoo4 ..Poor. 
Draaa 1 0 6 
v 
5 1 
Draaa 2 0 3 6 3 
arm J 0 
t ' 1 
9 1 2 
Draaa 4 B 1 6 5 
Draaa 5 X 6 6 
Draaa 6 X 3 6 3 
Draaa 7 0 10 2 
Draaa f 0 6 5 1 
Draaa 9 0 6 4 2 
Draaa 10 X 12 
Draaa 11 X 10 2 
SNM 12 X 3 3 4 
Draaa 13 G 6 4 2 
Draaa 14 G 5 6 
Draaa 1$ 0 6 5 1 
. * 
Draaa 16 X 6 6 
Draaa 1? X 4 8 
Total G Group c Group 3£ 0 Group 
* t ?’ 
E Group X Group J5 X Group jj£ fr 
Is 
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Sable XVII shows how weighting the responses affects the scores. 
Preference for Good was weighted 3 points; Pair was weighted 2 points; 
Poor woe weighted only 1 point. 
um au 
Evaluators’ Bating of the Individual Dresses as to 
Quality of WOifcaanahip (Veiled) 
0rot® 
Good 
leotau 
hlr 
2 Mlttl 
Poor 
1 ooint 
Dress 1 0 18 10 1 
Dress 2 0 9 12 3 
firsts 3 0 27 2 2 
Ureas 4 as 3 12 5 
Dress 3 1 12 6 
Dress 6 as 9 12 3 
Dress 7 0 30 4 
Drees 8 0 18 10 1 
Dress 9 G 18 8 2 
Dress 10 as 36 
firsss U X 30 4 
Dress 12 as 9 10 4 
Dress 13 0 18 8 2 
firsss 14 0 15 12 
firsss 13 G 18 10 1 
Dress 16 £ 18 12 
firsss 17 X 8 8 
Total G Group JJO. 
X Group 105 
0 Group Jo 
X Group J£ 
G Group J2 
X Group 
7S 
After weighting, the C Group had X7X points in "Good" rating as 
opposed to 105 for the S droop* This different Is a significant one 
as computed by the Chi-square test and shows a distinct favorable 
relationship of the 0 Group cone traction processes to the pro diction 
of dresses which are superior as far as outside appearance Is 
concerned* This is shat is most isportnafc to the smjorlty of students 
both now and in later life unless they go Into professional dressonkUg 
and want to emphasise Internal 00 net root ion quality as well. Since the 
0 Group method teaches greater oare with Internal construction, a 
student who learns by this method is prepared for that eventuality 
in her career also. 
* J 
The Chi-square test applied to the results of wel^itlng the 
■Fair" dresses showed no slgnlfloant differences between the two 
methods. By very virtue of their similarity, however, there is the 
significant fact brought to light that son* students will produce 
garments of only mediocre quality regardless of the method they study. 
The difference in somber of points assigned both the 0 Group and 
X Group in the "Poor" ooltuen is by no means as startling statistically 
as was the case with the "Good" dresses. Chi-square is sot high 
enough to be definitely significant statistically, but the teacher may 
choose to assume, and with some reason, that there is an advantage in 
using the 0 Group method if It products over 50 per cent fewer dresses 
rated ■Poor* than does the X Group. 
A conparieon of all the G Group and X Group dresses, ratings not 
\ » 
dlfrMTOtUUd a* "Good", «raJLr» or "Poor" tat with wilting taken lata 
consideration, showed a positive ruperiority, by the Chi-square tost* 
of the C Group method la the somber of points received* The total 
number of points (weighted) rtiidh was earned by the 0 Group was 259 
ihile the X Group earned only 301. Sisco It was expected at the 
beginning of the study that there would be a possibility that the 
products of the X Group method* by virtue of all that hod bees said 
for It by workers In the field* would show no difference or very little 
difference In external appearance to those produced by the "old- 
fashioned, fusty" methods such as those used in the 0 Group classes* 
the results of this rating vers quite surprising. However* as is 
explained in Chapter 7X1* it it felt that there is a reason for this 
superiority of the one method over the other and that this phase of 
the study is not of such importunes as was originally believed* 
Subjectivity In the measurements or the ever present possibility 
for statistical error might have affected the results* but* taken at 
face value* there was such a difference in the tee methods as related 
to this aspect of the work that there seems a case to be made for the 
superiority of the G Oreqp method la producing garments of better 
external appearance as well as internal appearance. This le a basic 
factor in the C Group method but needs to be re-evaluated and with 
other considerations in mind* such as are brou^tt up in Chapter VII* 
* > 
CHAPTER vn 
COHCLUSIOM8 Of THE STOUT 
* 
t 
, 
OHAPTEK ?II 
CONCLUSIONS QP THE STUDT 
She conclusions node in this study ars based on the stoaaris* 
found in Tables XV and XVXX and the results of the questionnaires. 
She tables state the consensus of the elgrt teachers, two extension 
workers, one housewife and one graduate student who participated In 
the evaluation of the general fit and external appearance and 
workmanship of the dresses constructed in Glasses tsought by the two 
different methods of construction. The questionnaires measure the 
Interest and attitudes toward do thing construction of the 21 students 
she learned to sew by the X Group method and the 23 who learned to sew 
by the 0 Group method. 
X) The students' response* ludicatad do statistical 
significance of relationship between the method of dothlng construction 
studied and the Interest gain of the pupil. The proportion of Interest 
gain was higher, however, la the X Group classes where 90 per oont of 
the students gained interest as opposed to only JO per oent of the 
f , . ; 
0 Group students. 
2) The X Group classes showed the greatest gain In Interest 
In clothing construction as related to Interest gain in the shots 
field of clothing. 
3} There was a greater proportion of C Group students as a 
whole (interest gain not considered} who desired to make their own 
olothes both before and after the study* This ratio was even higher 
at the dose of the course than at its beginning. 
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4) There was a significant difference between the C Group and 
S Group students with an interest gain in their desires to sake most 
of their clothes* There was a higher percentage of students from the 
t Group who were desirous of constructing most of their clothes than 
there was from C Group* 
5) Tha relation of Interest gain and praferenoe to buy clothes 
rather than sake then was also significant among the girls who gained 
interest with 38 per oeat of the £ Group preferring to buy at opposed 
to 30 per oent of the 0 Group* This sees* contradictory to the 
conclusion drawn in above but nay be explained by pointing out the 
poselbillty for error in formulating the question about preference in 
buying clothes* Ho allowance was made for expression of degree of 
preference, i*i*» "sons of cy olothee, all...*, cx>et.*.., none...** 
6) Confidence grew greatly in each laboratory class but there 
is no significant difference between the two methods, although the 
C Group girls wbo gained interest all gained confidence as well 
whereas In both X Groups (with interest gain and without) and in the 
0 Group with no Interest gain there were students who did not gain 
In confidence. 
7) It Is significant that among the students who gained Interest 
there was a hlgwr percentage of 0 Group students than t Group who 
■ 
wished they might have been able to learn in a class taught by the 
opposite methods* 
8) Zn general, growth of interest and a better attitude toward 
clothing construction were created by the H Group method than by the 
0 Group. Confidence la Miring ability seemed to bo acre inspired by 
the 0 Group methods than by the X Group. 
.Wm s<E4«ft — 
1) The Group Bating 
a. It appears that tho evaluators oould discovar no 
statistically significant differences in tho appearance and fit of the 
0 droop and the X Group. There me a preference, albeit not stall at 1* 
oally mill, for the X droop product* os being superior as a shole to 
tho dresees node under 0 droop conditions. 
b. The evaluators were u&ible to differentiate superiority 
between drosses made by the ejqperieneed students and those constructed 
by girls with little or no background in clothing construction prior 
to this study. 
2) The Individual anting 
It Is felt that this phase of the study Is not so vital as 
it was originally thought to be. While an untrained observer would 
not be so critical, olathix^g instructors are bound to notice 
differ once s the average observer would tales. While a trained and 
eag>erlenoed person using X Group methods oould undoubtedly produce a 
garment of equally fine woitaaaaship, l«e., externally at accurate as 
any mde under C droop conditions, it is doubtful whether a beginner 
would meet the standards of accuracy under similar conditions. 
Therefore it is recommended that the reader study the following 
findings and weigh them la this light without accepting them per so. 
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au Close sansdnation of the external workmanship led the 
evaluators to lndloate a statistically significant relationship 
between superiority of produet and the conditions under which it was 
produced. The 0 Croup garments were distinctly superior in this 
respect although the only dress to receive unanimous placing as "Good* 
was made by on £ Croup student. Explanation of this Is understandable 
when it is disclosed that the student «ho made the dress showed atroig 
aptitude for and interest in fine workmanship. 
b. It appears that the evaluators felt that approximately 
as many X Croup garments as 0 Group garments ware of "fair" worfaaanahlp. 
Some students, It would seem, will produce workmanship of only 
mediocre quality regardless of the method by which they learn to sew. 
This may be attributable either to lack of interest in precision 
workmanship or to a lack of aptitude for precision work. 
o. Statistically significant relationship is not shown in 
the results of the evaluation of the poorer quality dresses. There is 
a numerically wide variation, statistically significant thou$i it may 
not be, between the number of 0 Group garments rated •Poor* and those 
of the X Group products rated similarly. Without statistical sunport 
one nd^it still assume that the C Group method would product fewer 
articles showing poor quality workmanship than the S Group, other 
things being equal. 
3) In general, the evaluators were unable to discover 
statistically significant differences between the two methods as far 
as general appearance and fit are concerned although the X Group 
osthod mi numerically favored. £hey did, however, show strong exxro^i 
prefersone for the re salt* of the C Group method la producing quality 
workmanship as seen at oloee range to yield a statistically significant 
relationship. As mentioned before, this significance is not as 
vital a concern to this study as was originally thou&it. 
On the vhole, the E Group methods were to be preferred to those 
used in the G Group classes, The former methods brou^it about the 
greatest Interest and attitude change said showed a numerical 
superiority as to general fit and appearance. If those are the ends 
soa&it by clothing teachers, the E Group methods are to bo recaosaendad. 
tamam 
pAmai STUBS used 
IHITIAL qUKSTIOmXBS 
FOLLOW-UP QjUESTI0NK4lSB 
OBOUP HATING SHEET 
INDIVIDUAL HATING SHEET 
-37- 
PATTERN STYLES USED 
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IHI7IAL CgBSHOKBAXas 
Home Economics XX 
*§ would appreciate your cooperation In filling out the following 
questionnaire honestly and to the best of your ability, nothing you 
answer will bo counted against you; it is merely to aid us in surveying 
your background. 
1. X haws studied slothing in 
2. 
3. 
4. 
7th grads 
8th grads 
9th grads 
10 th grads 
11th grads 
12th grads 
4-H Club 
X haws newer studied clothing before 
1 did not study olo thing because it would not 
fit into cy program in high school 
X did not study clothing because X was not 
interested in it. 
8ft. 
Yes. He_ 
9. X haws newer studied olothlxg tut do sew 
6* The person whs taught ns most of the sewing 
X know ms 
a little _ 
a lot |M 
mother 
grandmother 
4-H leader m 
teacher _ 
7* 1 enjoyed clothing in the 
8. 1 enjoyed clothing the nest 
in __ 
9. X did not enjoy ay class in 
slothing in 
10. X learned the most about 
sewing in _ 
m 
U, Clothing «a» mqulvad la 
an Isa U3U£lBfc... .saafe 
12. I new (other than mending) outside of school 
project* . . . . never _ 
seldom _ ~ 
oocanicnall^ 
frequently 
13* Z like to eew (check one or both) for mysslf . 
for others 
lb. Sewing gives me a great deal of pleasure 
some pleasure 
no pleasure 
15. X prefer to eew for myself ^ 
others 
16. I would like to be able to make •.. all 
_m own olothee 
• , , , . tOSMI 
most 
none 
IT. One can tell a • homemade • dree* from a rosdy-ciada 
dree* never . 
seldom 
ueually 
nlwuys 
18. The clothes I made in clothing class looked 
homemade never f 
sometimes 
always _ 
19. The olothee I make at home look homemade never _____ 
eoootiiaee ___ 
always _____ 
20. 1 wore the olothee 1 made la class never _____ 
under profrost 
with pleasure, 
21. The results of sgr eewix^ in school made me proud ir. 
satisfied 
resigned in[ 
ashamed ___ 
22. The result© of my sewing *on ray own1 made me proud 
satisfied 
resigned, 
ashamed _ 
SO 
23« ?ho clothlx^; construction aspect of home economics 
inter©ats os.. *« 
24. An appreciation of becoming clothes (visa 
selection of color, tins, style and fabric) 
interests os 
not at all 
soon 
very much 
not at all 
some 
very much 
23. X would like to specialise in olothing 
(sot merchandising) some ^ 
very much __ 
not at all 
don*t know 
26. I aa interested in learning how to eev but 
wish to major in another field of home 
economies yes_ no ___ undecided 
27. MJT professional interest in the clothing 
field it deei&i 
dressmaking 
merchandising 
teaching 
none 
20. Iiy personal interest In the clothing 
field is design _ 
construction ~ 
selection ~ 
oonsumsr buying, 
none _ 
29- X cant to leant to sew well la order that X may teach it L 
(You may check more than one) make my own clothes 
be able to make 
clothes for ny 
family when 
married * L 
be able to go into 
some branch of 
commsroiaX clothing 
WOXfc . 
immL m 
FOLLOW-UP qFES'HCWiim 
Home Eoonomio# IX 
This is a follow—up questionnaire to the one you filled out In 
February* Please answer the quest lone honestly - your answers will 
not count against you. 
1. Z would like to go on with further work ins 
consumer education _ 
clothing design ________ 
olo thing construction_ 
clothing selection 
merchandising__ 
none of these _________ 
list other Interest in clothing, if 
any _________________ 
; * * * • 4 » ' - 
2* She clothing construction aspect of Home Economics 
Interests met not at all , 
sous ________ 
very much_ 
3. I am mors interested in clothing work than I was last fall. 
Tes 
4. When X started Home Ec. 2, X had ... no _____ interest in 
clothing construction. sons ___ 
a lot of ___ 
5* I would like to be able to make . . . all _____ of ay own clothes 
sens ■ 
' most __ 
none _____ 
6. During Sumner vacation, X would like to make ay self soma clothes. 
Teg ______ Ho _____ 
7. As a result of the construction work in Home 32c. 2, X have been 
able to help others with construction problems. Tes _____ Ho 
Had no opportunity ___ 
g. I would prefer to boy my clothes rather than make them. 
Tee ___^ Ho _____ 
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9. I feel one oan usually save money "by making her own clothes. 
Tes ___ Ho_ 
* ► ‘ ! i ,1 r ; 
T . * • l \ , | . , 1 
XO. the time It take* to make clothes outweighs the advantage gained 
by the low oost of good material. Tes . Ho ___ 
11. It would take roe less time to *aake a dress "on wsj own" than in 
lab. Tes ___ Ho ■ 
i * i * • • , i ( > 
12. It would not be as particular about many of the details if I were 
caking a drees at home. Tes_ Ho ___ 
13. I feel more confident in ray ability to sew than I did last fall. 
Tes_ Ho_ 
14. I was in a seotlon which finished first ___ 
which finished last 
15. I wish I had been able to learn to sew in a section . 
which finished first __ 
which finished last _ 
16. 5qolain, if you wish you had been In a different type of section* 
17. I had clothing classes In the: 4th grade __ 
5th grade __ 
6th grade ___ 
18. The reason I did not take do tiling in high school was because it 
was not offered. Tee _ Ho _ 
Any remarks about the course or your attitude towards sewing as 
affected by the course will be appreciated:- 
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GHOUP MTIHO SHOT 
(Response of Individual K valuators) 
Directions* Look carefully at tho too classes of dress** la 
•aoh group. Determine as noil as you oan how each class ratss by 
oosparleen with the other. Consider the external appearance of the 
class as a stole and plaos a check under the class which is superior* 
It the two classes seen equal In appearanoe9 check both ooltums. 
(The rating sheets sere minted after bel^> turned In by the 
evaluators, then evaluators felt one olass was superior. It was 
weighted 2 points; when both classes were considered equal, each ms 
related 1 point.) 
OlMI 
_l£ Ou 
i / 
m 
Olt 
a i££ 
kSS ] 
tram r~i 
Individual 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 io : 1 12 l 2 
mmm 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
toses*... 
broup I 1 1 2 0 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
proup XX 1 1 0 
» 
1 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 
(Group XXI H 1 2 1 0 2 2 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 
Group XT 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 
Group T 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 2 1 2 
Jroup vx 2 1 1 2 2 0 2 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 
Group TXX 1 2 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 l 1 
Group tin 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 2 
„ 
1 1 
Group XX 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 !* 
i 
2 l 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 1 1 o 1 1 2 
Group X 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 
bw 
0 0 I II 1 1 
1 0 0 0 o 
Group XX 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 |7” 1 1 2 2 1 2 
_ 
1 1 1 1 2 0 T 
Group XXX 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 £ 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 nr 
.mmm m 
1 1 
APPENDIX Y 
INDIVIDUAL DRESS RATING SBEE* 
(Response of Individual Evaluator*) 
Directions i Baaualne tbs dressos carefully for external construction 
only* Do Jg£ look at tbs lnslds of tbs dresses* Oonsldsr tbs following 
construction points shen yon examine thorns seams, collar, sleeves and 
cuffs, araeoye. buttons and buttonholes, tucks across tbs Shoulders or 
yoke and pleat, salat teas, slppsr and baa* Plaos a check la tbs solum 
which you fssl bast describes tbs quality of woitoanShlp in each dress* 
(The rating sheets sere evaluated after being turned In by tbs 
evaluators* "Good* rated 3 points, •Fair11 rated 2 points and "Poor* 
rated 1 point* Each svaluator sill be listed by number In the column 
la ihlch she rated tbs dress*) 
Dress f Good Fair Poor 
Dress 1 2,4,7.10.11,12 1.5.6,7.8,9 3 
Dress 2 8,11,12 1.2,4,5,6,10 ■ 3.7.9 
Dress 3 I»2»9t7*8*9»10,ll,l2 6 3.4 
Dress 4 12 2,5,7.8,10,11 1.3.4.6.9 
Dress 5 2,7,8,10,11,12 1.3.4.5.6.9 
Dress 6 ‘‘.7.12 2.5.8,9.10,11 ^.3.8 
Dress 7 1.2.4.5.7.8,9.10,11,12 3.6 
Dress 8 5,6,7,10,11,12 1.2.3.4.8 9 
Dress 9 l»3»5*7tU,l2 2.4.6.S 9.10 
&nu 10 1 through 12 • 
Dr*is U 1,2,3»4»6>7»8»10,11,12 5.9 
Dress 12 10,11.12 2.5.7.*.9 1.3.4.6 
Dress 13 1,4,6,10,11,12 2.5.7.8 3.9 
Dress 14 2,5»8fH#l2 3.4,6,7,9,10 
Dress 1$ 2*3t6,9ill»l2 1.5.7.8.10 4 
Dress 16 1,5.7.8.9.10 2.3,4,6,11,12 
Dress 17 8,10,11,12 1.2.3,4,5,6,7,9 
\ 
I - 
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